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MOS-Based Congestion Control for Conversational
Services in Wireless Environments

Oussama Habachi, Yusuo Hu, Mihaela van der Schaar, Yezekael Hayel, and Feng Wu

Abstract—Nowadays, multimedia applications and specifically
streaming systems over wireless networks use the TCP transport
protocol. Indeed, TCP can deal with practical issues such as
firewalls and also deploys built-in retransmissions and conges-
tion control mechanisms. We propose in this paper a Quality-
centric Mean Opinion Score (MOS) based congestion control
that determines an optimal congestion window updating policy
for multimedia transmission. Unlike the standard congestion
control algorithms, our approach defines a new Additive Increase
Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) algorithm given the multimedia
application and the transmission characteristics. In order to get
the optimal congestion policy in practice, the sender requires
complete statistical knowledge of both multimedia traffic and
the network environment, which may not be available in wireless
systems. Hence, we propose in this paper, a Partially Observable
Markov Decision Process (POMDP) framework in order to
determine an optimal congestion control policy which maximizes
the long term expected Quality of Experience (QoE) of the
receiver. Moreover, the computation of an optimal policy is
usually time/process consuming and as wireless devices are
capacity-limited, we consider optimal solutions based on tempo-
ral difference (TD-λ) online learning algorithms. Finally, we do
some practical experiments of our algorithm on a Microsoft Lync
testbed with unidirectional and bidirectional communications
over a wireless network. We observe that for both scenarios, our
algorithm improves significantly the QoE compared to standard
AIMD congestion control mechanism.

Index Terms—TCP, POMDP, Learning algorithms, QoE.

I. INTRODUCTION

TCP dominates today’s communication protocols at the
transport layer in both wireless and wired networks, due

to its simple and efficient solutions for end-to-end flow control,
congestion control and error control of data transmission over
IP networks [1][2]. However, despite the success of TCP,
the existing TCP congestion control is considered unsuitable
for delay-sensitive, bandwidth-intense, and loss-tolerant mul-
timedia applications (e.g. real-time video streaming, video-
conferences etc.) [2][3]. There are three main reasons for this:

• First, TCP is error-free and trades transmission delay for
reliability. In fact, packets may be lost during transport
due to network congestion and errors or bad channel
conditions. TCP keeps retransmitting them until they are
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transmitted successfully even with a large delay. Note that
even if the multimedia packets are successfully received,
they are not decodable if they are received after their
respective delay deadlines.

• Secondly, TCP congestion control adopts an AIMD al-
gorithm, which linearly increases its congestion window
size per Round-Trip Time (RTT) when there is no packet
loss, and multiplicatively decreases the congestion win-
dow size when packet loss occurs. This results in a
fluctuating TCP throughput over time, which significantly
increases the end-to-end packet delay and that leads to a
worse performance for multimedia applications [3].

• Finally, standard TCP congestion control is based on
network performance metrics (namely Quality of Service
(QoS) metrics) and not on an objective metric of the
quality perceived by the user (measured through the
QoE). In wireless systems where the environment has an
important impact on the quality and moreover, for mul-
timedia applications for which users are very sensitive, a
QoE-based congestion control for TCP is welcome.

To mitigate these limitations, a plethora of research
has been focusing on smoothing the throughput of an

AIMD-based congestion control for multimedia transmission
(see [4] and [5]). These approaches adopt various congestion
window updating policies to determine how to adapt the
congestion window size to the network congestion. However,
these approaches seldom explicitly consider the characteristics
of the multimedia applications when adapting their congestion
window sizes. In [6], Author presented Media-TCP, a quality-
centric congestion control for multimedia streaming over IP
networks. They have considered the distortion impacts, delay
deadlines, and interdependencies of different video packet
classes.
When the bottleneck link is overloaded or the channel

conditions are bad, the TCP throughput decreases and cannot
satisfy the source rate of the multimedia application. This
increases, generally, the jitter and the packet loss rate which
could impact the user-perceived quality, which is also known
as the QoE. Although the QoE is affected by some factors,
such as the audio quality, devices, echo, etc., we focus, in
this paper, on improving the QoE through a novel congestion
control algorithm. The impact of non-networking factors could
be cataloged into a protocol stack to form a conceptual
relationship between QoS and QoE (see [7] and [8]).
The QoE is measured by MOS values. In a subjective test,

the quality of experience is rated on a scale of 1 (bad) to 5
(excellent) by a significant number of people, and the average
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Fig. 1. The experimental model

of the scores is called a mean opinion score. Moreover, the
ITU-T Recommendation P.911 [9] provides the reference for
carrying out subjective measurement of audiovisual materials.
In this paper, we propose a QoE-aware POMDP-based

congestion control algorithm, referred to as MOS-TCP, which
exhibits an improved performance when transporting mul-
timedia applications, specifically over a wireless path. Our
algorithm is suited for networks containing wireless branches,
like the model depicted in Figure 1. The goal of the MOS-
TCP algorithm is to control the end-to-end congestion in order
to maximize the QoE, where the packets can be lost due to
congestion or randomly due to errors encountered across the
wireless path. Unlike the current TCP congestion control pro-
tocol that only adapts the congestion window to the network
congestion (e.g. based on network congestion signals, such as
the packet loss rate in TCP Reno, or the round-trip time in
TCP Vegas), the proposed congestion control algorithm adopts
a two-level congestion control mechanism. Indeed, it adapts
over time the congestion window size according to the source
rate and the QoE feedbacks. Moreover, we consider a set
of updating policies composed of generic congestion control
algorithms with general increase and decrease functions, such
as AIMD, Inverse Increase/Additive Decrease (IIAD), Square
Root inversely proportional Increase/Square Root proportional
Decrease (SQRT) and Exponential Increase/Multiplicative De-
crease (EIMD).
Note that the multimedia quality obtained by the receivers

is partially observable by the senders, and can be evaluated
using MOS feedbacks. In order to capture the dynamics of the
network congestion and optimize the quality of experience, we
formulate the QoE-aware congestion control problem using
a POMDP framework. The proposed POMDP framework
allows the user to evaluate the network congestion variations
over time and then determines an optimal threshold-based
congestion window updating policy in order to maximize the
long-term discounted reward. In this paper, the reward is
defined by the QoE measured through the multimedia quality
MOS. A comparative study of several existing congestion con-
trol algorithms for multimedia applications and our proposed
solution is summarized in Table I.
In summary, we address the following contributions:

a) QoE-aware congestion control: The proposed MOS-
TCP provides a QoE-aware approach to adapt the AIMD-
like congestion control policy to both the varying network
congestion and the multimedia characteristics. Therefore, we
take into account the source rate and the packet loss rate of

the multimedia packets in the transmission buffer, and their
impact on the received quality based on MOS feedbacks.

b) POMDP-based adaptation in the dynamic environ-
ment: We propose a POMDP framework to formulate the
QoE-aware congestion control problem in a partially ob-
servable environment like a wireless system. The framework
allows the TCP senders to optimize the congestion window
updating policy that maximizes the long-term expected QoE.
Furthermore, the network user has a partial knowledge about
the bottleneck link status. In fact, the number of packets in
the bottleneck link queue depends not only on the conges-
tion window of the user, which is known, but also on the
congestion windows of all the other users, which cannot be
observed. Therefore, the long term prediction and adaptation
of the POMDP framework is essential for optimizing the
performances of multimedia applications.

c) Online learning for QoE-sensitive multimedia appli-
cations: Since the computation of an optimal policy is usually
time/process consuming and as wireless devices are capacity-
limited, we consider optimal solution based on temporal
difference (TD-λ) online learning algorithm. We propose prac-
tical learning method to solve the POMDP-based congestion
control problem on the fly. The proposed model-free learning
algorithm is based on TD-λ reinforcement learning and is
designed for QoE-sensitive multimedia applications.
The paper is organized as follows. We introduce the QoE

and explain the MOS calculation in Section II. In Section
III, we model the QoE-aware congestion control problem that
maximizes the performance of multimedia applications. Then
in Section IV, we formulate the problem using a POMDP-
based framework. We present a low-complexity algorithm to
solve the POMDP in Section V. Section VI provides the
experimental results that validate the proposed method and
Section VII concludes the paper.

II. QOE-AWARE NETWORKING AND MOS MEASUREMENT

To overcome the limitation of QoS-based optimization,
QoE-based approaches have been introduced as a more effec-
tive way to optimize transmission algorithms and protocols
with respect to user satisfaction. QoE metrics are defined
as a set of quantitative measures to assess the perceived
QoS of end users [11]. Also, a new approach, namely QoE-
aware networking, is proposed to re-formalize the service
optimization problem and to improve the user experience.
Because the QoE metrics reflect the end user’s experience,
QoE-based approaches can improve the subjective service
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TABLE I
COMPARISONS OF CURRENT CONGESTION CONTROL SOLUTIONS FOR

MULTIMEDIA STREAMING

Algorithm TCP-
Friendluness

Multimedia
support

Content de-
pendency

Decision
Type

RAP [10] AIMD-
based

Source
rate
adaptation

No Myopic

GAIMD
[4]

AIMD-
based

Playback
buffering

No Myopic

Binomial
Algorithm
[5]

Binomial
scheme

Source
rate
adaptation

No Myopic

MOS-
TCP

AIMD-
like media
aware

Quality-
centric
congestion
control

Yes Foresighted

quality, optimize the use of the network resources, and provide
services to more users without noticeable degradation of user
experience. Recently, QoE metrics have been used to optimize
various types of network services. In cellular systems, the
authors of [12] use a QoE-based approach to allocate downlink
wireless resources among different applications. They define
several QoE models for different types of applications such
as file downloading, voice call and video streaming and adopt
QoE-based utility maximization to improve user perceived
quality. In [13], the authors apply QoE metrics to optimize
IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN. They use a machine learning
approach to generate real-time QoE measurements and use the
QoE feedbacks to manage wireless network resources. In [14],
the authors use QoE metrics for packet scheduling in multi-
hop wireless networks. The packet scheduler determines the
packet drop pattern that minimizes the degradation of MOS
values. In P2P networks [15], scalable video coding and QoE
metrics are used to optimize the performance of P2P video
streaming systems. In this paper, we seek to enable QoE-
awareness in a more general setting. We integrate the QoE
metrics with the TCP protocol. Since TCP is a widely adopted
building block in many network services, our approach is
applicable to a much wider spectrum of applications.
Since QoE metrics are subjective, the standard QoE mea-

suring process should involve human observers, e.g., when
measuring VoIP quality, the MOS are often used as a sub-
jective rating ranging from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent). How-
ever, to enable QoE-awareness in multimedia services, it is
infeasible to use subject human tests for real-time applica-
tions. Instead, some QoE online prediction methods should
be used to estimate QoE from the service output. The QoE
prediction methods are dependent on the types of content. A
number of models have been proposed for predicting QoE
with different kinds of contents including web service[16],
voice services [17], audio/video content [18], etc. Instead
of proposing another new approach of QoE prediction, we
base our experiments on the QoE prediction results produced
by an existing real system, i.e. Microsoft Lync system [19]
(previous known as Office Communication Server and Office
Communicator [20]). In the Lync system, the VoIP software
measures a set of variables which may affect the quality
of experience throughout the communication sessions. Based
on the collected measurements, it can predict the subjective

QoE metrics in real-time. Furthermore, the QoE metrics are
normalized and represented in the standard MOS. Our con-
sidered Lync software provides several types of MOS values
(NetworkMOS, ListeningMOS, conversationalMOS) in order
to represent the degradation in different phases of the whole
communication process (see Figure 2). The MOS prediction
mechanism provides a quantitative approach to evaluate the
communication quality that the end users have experienced.

• NetworkMOS is calculated purely based on the obtained
network statistics (information), which include the packet
loss, bit errors, packet delay, and jitter.

• ListeningMOS is not only decided by network param-
eters but also by the choice of audio codec and audio
devices, as well as the recording conditions such as echo,
background noise level, talk-over, etc. It captures the
perceived quality of an audio stream at the received side.
Note that both NetworkMOS and ListeningMOS are only
measured for unidirectional traffic.

• ConversationalMOS is measured for both sending and
receiving streams. It takes into account the round-trip
delay in addition to all the above-mentioned factors.

Observing these different MOS values gives us a clear
perspective on the performance of the entire communication
process. A congested network, for example, will cause degra-
dation in NetworkMOS, while a bad recording device can be
identified from low ListeningMOS values.

III. QOE-AWARE CONGESTION CONTROL PROBLEM

A. Network Settings

We assume that the network has a set of N end users
indexed {1, · · · , N}. Each user is composed by a sender node
and a receiver node that establish an end-to-end transport layer
connection. Let wn ∈ [0, wmax

n ] represents the congestion
window size of user n, where wmax

n represents the maximum
value of the congestion window size.
The network system has some bottleneck links, which result

in packet losses when the buffers at the bottleneck links are
overloaded. However, the congestion status at the bottleneck
links is not observable by the end users. An end user n infers
the congestion status by observing the acknowledgments per
RTT and the quality of experience from the QoE feedbacks.
In fact, the user observes these feedbacks, which depend on
packet loss rate, jitter, etc., and acts in order to optimize
the expected QoE. Before transmitting a packet, the user
verifies if its delay is lower than the deadline delay, if not, it
drops the packet and it considers the packet as lost. For each
acknowledgement, the end user n observes congestion event
on ∈ {Success, Fail} (the packet being received successfully
or not by the receiver) and the MOS feedback MOSk

n ∈ M
at the k-th epoch. The observed information is available to
the senders through transmission acknowledgments (ACK)
built into the protocol (see [1]). In fact, the sender orders
transmitted packets by a sequence number and the receiver
acknowledges the sequence number of the received packets.
Indeed, if the receiver determines that a packet is out of
order, it acknowledges the last successfully received one and
therefore, the sender receives a duplicate ACK (DUP ACK).
The user supposes that there is a congestion if it receives three
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Fig. 2. Different MOS measurements in Microsoft Lync system

Fig. 3. Congestion window size with different update policies per epoch.

DUP ACKs or if the timeout expires. The observed MOS is
available to the sender through the QoE feedbacks.

B. Two-Level Congestion Control Adaptation

A general description regarding the congestion control
window size variation can be described by:

wn ←
{

wn + f(wn), if CEn = Success;
wn − g(wn)wn, if CEn = Fail. (1)

Let us define μn(wn) = [f(wn), g(wn)] ∈ A as the updating
policy that specifies the two congestion window size variation
functions (in this paper, we refer to f(wn) as the increasing
function and g(wn) as the decreasing function), and A repre-
sents the set of all possible updating policies. Some existing
examples of the updating policies can be found in [4] and [5].
Unlike the existing TCP congestion control that fixes the

congestion window updating policy without considering the
characteristics of the transmitted applications, the proposed
MOS-TCP in this paper adopts a two-level adaptation mech-
anism to update the congestion window. We define the con-
gestion control epoch Epochn as T RTTs such that the user
n periodically changes its window updating policy. First,
we allow the sender to select its updating policy μn at the
beginning of each epoch and cannot change it until the next
epoch. Denote μk

n as the congestion window updating policy
of user n in its k-th epoch. Then, it adapts its own congestion
window size per RTT based on the updating policy μk

n during
the k-th epoch. Figure 3 provides an illustrative example to
show how the congestion window size varies over time. This
paper then focuses on how to optimally determine the updating
policy, at each epoch, to improve the QoE.

Fig. 4. Relation between MOS and user satisfaction [18].

C. Expected multimedia quality per epoch

In this section, we discuss the objective of the proposed
QoE-aware congestion control. Denote by Rk

n the source rate
of a multimedia application for user n in the k-th epoch. The
source rate is the average number of packets that arrives at the
transmission buffer per second at the transport layer. In fact,
in a VoIP call, the source rate can be controlled and adapted
to the network environment, since there are usually some rate
control modules implemented in VoIP software.
We propose, in this paper, a congestion control algorithm

that dynamically changes the congestion window updating
policy in order to maximize the QoE. Therefore, it is straight-
forward and somehow intuitive that each user has as objective
to maximize its own QoE. As we can see in Figure 4, the
MOS is correlated with the listener satisfaction. The higher
MOS, the greater the listener’s satisfaction. Therefore, the
objective of users is to maximize the expected future MOS
starting from the current slot. A similar utility function has
been used in [21]. Each user tries to optimize, selfishly, the
following expected total discounted MOS:

Un =
∞∑

k=1

γkuk
n(μk

n, Rk
n), (2)

where γ is a discount factor and uk
n = MOSk

n(μk
n, Rk

n) is
the received MOS by the user n at the k-th epoch, when the
source rate at the k-th epoch is Rk

n and the user n uses the
congestion window updating policy μk

n. Note that our MOS-
TCP mechanism allows the user to maximize its expected
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Fig. 5. MOS exchange in bidirectional conversation.

total discounted MOS by choosing the optimal congestion
window updating policy μk

n. In fact, the QoE varies with the
source rate, the congestion window updating policy and the
congestion status at the bottleneck links. The latter depends
not only on the user n but also on other users. We show, in
the next section, how the proposed POMDP-based congestion
control algorithm determines the optimal updating policy
given partial knowledge of bottleneck links status.

IV. POMDP-BASED CONGESTION CONTROL

Our aim is to propose a congestion control algorithm that
maximizes the expected QoE expressed by Equation (2). We
formulate our problem using a POMDP-based framework as
the global system state is not well known for users. In fact,
the user has a partial knowledge about the congestion status
at the bottleneck links. The latter depends on the congestion
windows of all users, which is unknown by the user n. Thus,
the user n has to estimate solely the impact of all the other
users based on the history of observations and actions. In fact,
the user n estimates the packet loss rate when it transmits
data using the congestion window wn. We present, in the
next section, a POMDP-based congestion control algorithm
that maximizes the QoE.
We define a POMDP-based congestion control of user n in

a tuple {A,Xn, On, Ωn, Pn, Un}:
1) Action: The user selects the congestion window updat-

ing policy μn = {μ1
n, μ2

n, ...} ∈ A, with μk
n is the updating

policy of user n in the k-th epoch.
2) State: The state is defined asXk

n = {pk
n, Rk

n} ∈ Xn. The
source rate Rk

n is known by the user n, however, the packet
loss rate pk

n, which is impacted by other users’ windows,
cannot be directly observed. The user n has to infer the
congestion status of the bottleneck links using observations
and QoE feedbacks. The belief of the packet loss rate is
defined as b : [0, 1] → [0, 1]. The function b(.) represents
the probability distribution of the packet loss rate.
3) Observed information and observation probability: The

observed information is defined by the congestion events on ∈
On. The observation probability is defined as a function Ωn :
Tn × On → [0, 1]. Let Ωk−1

n (on = fail|wn) represent the

probability of packet loss when the congestion window size is
observed as wn at the (k− 1)-th epoch. Moreover, n receives
the feedback MOSk

n at the end of each epoch.
The conventional POMDP updates the belief function per

time slot (RTT), but in the proposed POMDP framework,
bn(pk

n) is updated per epoch. In fact, the belief distribution
is kept the same within the epoch, which reduces the com-
putational complexity and also the memory requirement for
calculating the optimal policy.
4) State transition: The average packet loss rate pk

n when
using the congestion window updating policy μk

n at the k-th
epoch cannot be known by n until the end of the epoch. In-
stead, the user estimates it based on the following expression:

b(pk+1
n |μk+1

n ) =
Prob(pk+1

n |pk
n, μk+1

n )∑
p Prob(p|pk

n, μk+1
n )

, (3)

where Prob(pk+1
n |pk

n, μk+1
n ) is the probability that the packet

loss rate will be pk+1
n at the (k + 1)-th epoch when choosing

the policy μk+1
n , given that the packet loss rate is pk

n.
Based on the MOS feedbacks obtained at the end of every

epoch, the user chooses the updating policy that maximizes
the QoE as illustrated in Figures 5 and 6.

V. MOS-BASED POMDP ALGORITHMS

We propose, in this section, a POMDP-based algorithm
in order to maximize the QoE for multimedia applications.
Every epoch, MOS-TCP users get three feedbacks: Network-
MOS, ListeningMOS and ConversationalMOS as illustrated
in Figure 5. These feedbacks reflect the listener satisfaction
and therefore the user has to choose the action that improves
the total expected QoE. Therefore, based on these feedbacks,
we propose a POMDP-based algorithm that maximizes the ex-
pected QoE. Furthermore, as solving POMDPs is an extremely
difficult computational problem, we present low computation
complexity online learning algorithm in order to solve the
POMDP problem when the state transition probabilities are
not available. Online learning algorithms are very useful in
wireless systems as they require low complexity.
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Fig. 6. System diagram of MOS-TCP in time epoch k and k + 1.

A. Packet-loss Differentiation

The obstacle that wireless networks have to face is high
BER. The fast recovery algorithm solves the single packet loss
within one window. However, due to the nature of wireless
networks, a fading channel may cause contiguous packet loss.
Therefore, the key idea of designing a wireless TCP is to
distinguish the cause of packet loss. Many schemes have
been proposed in the literature. For example, TCP Veno [22]
estimates the backlogged packets in the buffer of the bottle-
neck link. It determines the optimal throughput the network
can accommodate based on the minimal RTT. The difference
between the optimal throughput and the actual throughput can
be used to derive the amount of backlogged packets. TCP Veno
suggests that the loss is said to be random if the number of
backlogged data is below a threshold, otherwise the loss is
congestive. We consider the same methodology in order to
distinguish between random packet loss and congestive loss.

B. The Objective function

As our objective is to avoid congestion at the bottleneck
links and improve the QoE, the MOS represents a consistent
feedback that gives us some information about the impact of
the congestion status on the multimedia quality. The MOS
feedback varies with the packet loss rate and the jitter interval,
which are related to the congestion status at the bottleneck
links. The higher the MOS, the better the QoE and the lower
the packet loss rate and the jitter interval. Thus, our objective is
to maximize the total expected received MOS. Depending on
the multimedia application, the user maximizes the expected
QoE using NetworkMOS, ListeningMOS or Conversational-
MOS feedback. All these MOS feedbacks depend on the
packet loss rate and on the jitter interval, both of which depend
on the source rate and the congestion window updating policy.

C. The Optimal Policy

A policy which maximizes Un is called an optimal policy
μopt

n = {μopt,1
n , μopt,2

n , ...}; it specifies for each epoch k
the optimal updating policy μopt,k

n . The value of an optimal

policy μopt
n is defined by the optimal value function Uopt

n , that
satisfies the following Bellman equation:

Uk
n(pk

n) = max
µk

n∈A
{uk

n(μk
n, Rk

n) (4)

+γ
∑
p′

b(pk
n)T (p′|pk

n)Jk+1
n (p′)}.

The optimal policy at the k-th epoch is therefore:

μopt,k
n = arg max

µk
n∈A
{uk

n(μk
n, Rk

n) (5)

+γ
∑
p′

b(pk
n)T (p′|pk

n)Jk+1
n (p′)}.

D. Online learning

Solving the presented POMDP is expensive in terms of time
(calculation) and space (memory) complexity, and then it is
not suitable for wireless systems with small capacity multi-
media devices. We present a low-complexity online learning
algorithm. Our online learning is an extension of the on-policy
TD-λ algorithm Sarsa [23] for POMDPs. An agent learns the
longer but safer path than Off-policy learning algorithms such
as Q-Learning [24], and therefore receives a higher average
reward even though it does not follow the optimal path.
Each MOS-TCP user estimates the action-values

Q(μk
n, Rk

n, pk
n), defined as the expected future reward

starting from state (Rk
n, pk

n) and taking the action μk
n. The

policy is chosen based on the current estimates such that
they approach the optimal action-values. Moreover, the user
selects the congestion window updating policy according
to a ε-greedy policy. For a small fraction of the time, it
selects randomly from the action state A. The MOS-TCP user
chooses at every epoch the optimal policy based on Algorithm
1. Interestingly, this algorithm supports the delay of MOS
feedbacks as it updates the congestion window updating
policy per epoch. As illustrated in Figure 6, the user gets
some feedbacks at the end of each epoch, which reflects the
impact of the network on the listening quality. Therefore, the
user applies the online learning algorithm in order to choose
the congestion window policy that maximizes the expected
future MOS starting from the current slot. At the beginning of
epoch k, the user receives the source rate Rk

n from the upper
layer and selects the congestion window updating policy
which maximizes its action-values. Then, the user transmits
its packets during the epoch using the chosen policies. At
the end of the epoch, the user computes the packet loss rate
and updates the action-values Q(μk

n, Rk
n, pk

n) based on the
observed MOS feedback. Moreover, the user updates the
belief probability of the packet loss rate. Depending on the
MOS feedback considered in the objective function, we denote
Network-CC the MOS-TCP algorithm that maximizes the
NetworkMOS, Listening-CC the MOS-TCP that maximizes
the ListeningMOS, and Conversational-CC the algorithm that
maximizes the expected ConversationalMOS.

E. Implementation and Complexity

Although the Value Iteration algorithms give exact solutions
for the POMDP optimization problems (see [25]), they need
expensive time and space complexities. In fact, the sender
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Algorithm 1 MOS-TCP online learning algorithm for
POMDP-based congestion control

Initialize Q(μk
n, Rk

n, pk
n) = 0;

k ← 1;
Get application parameters R1

n;
Choose arbitrarily the updating policy (μ1

n);
while true do
for t = 1→ T do
Update the congestion window using policy μk

n ;
Update the observation probability Ωk

n based on con-
gestion event observation;

end for
Evaluate the packet loss rate pk

n;
The user gets the QoE feedbacks: MOS;
Update the beliefs based on Equation (3);
Get application parameters Rk+1

n ;
Choose updating policy

(μk+1
n ) = argmax

µk+1
n

Q(μk+1
n , Rk+1

n , pk+1
n )bn(pk+1

n ),

with probability (1− ε);
Else choose a random policy in A;

Q(μk
n, Rk

n, pk
n)← Q(μk

n, Rk
n, pk

n) + α[MOS + γ ×∑
pk+1

n

Q(μk+1
n , Rk+1

n , pk+1
n )bn(pk+1

n )−Q(μk
n, Rk

n, pk
n)];

k ← k + 1;
end while

needs a large storage space and spends an exponential time
when seeking for the optimal policy. As we can see in the
Table II, the complexity of the exact POMDP solutions grows
exponentially with the number of epoch. Importantly, our
online learning algorithm can be implemented on mobile
devices which do not have a sophisticated calculation nor
a large memory space. In fact, the MOS-TCP algorithm
needs a low time and space complexities as illustrated in the
Table II. Furthermore, it supports the real-time constraints of
audiovisual multimedia applications. Moreover, the proposed
algorithm is implemented only on the transmitter side and is
transparent to the receiver side. We do not even require any
change at the routers. Interestingly, this algorithm supports the
delay of MOS feedbacks as it updates the congestion window
updating policy per epoch.

F. TCP-Friendliness

Since TCP is widely used for traffic transport over the Inter-
net, new congestion control schemes should be TCP-Friendly.
Therefore, TCP-Friendly congestion control for multimedia
has recently become an active research topic (see [26] and
[4]). TCP-Friendliness requires that the average throughput
of applications using new congestion control schemes does
not exceed that of traditional TCP-transported applications
under the same circumstances (see [27]). We prove that the
MOS-TCP user do not violate the TCP-friendliness rule if the

TABLE II
COMPARISONS OF EXACT POMDP SOLUTION AND THE PROPOSED

ONLINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS

Exact solution MOS-TCP
Consumed
Memory

O(|A||Vk−1||O|),
with Vk is the
solution of the
(k − 1)-th epoch

O(|A||X |)

Time
complexity

O(|X |2|A||Vk−1||O|) O(|A||X |)log(|A||X |)

following relation between f(w) and g(w) is satisfied:

f(w) =
3g(w)

2− g(w)
. (6)

The proof is a generalization of the proof of [4] and [28] made
for AIMD(α, β). We extend this result for a general updating
policies f(w), g(w) : R → R.
Denote by wMOS and wAIMD the congestion windows of

the MOS-TCP transported flow and the AIMD-Transported
flow respectively. Assume that both flows have the same RTT
and MSS. The effect due to different RTT and Maximum
Segment Size (MSS) is beyond the scope of this paper and
will be studied as part of our future research. On one hand,
when wMOS + wAIMD < r, the link is in the underloaded
region and thus, the congestion windows wMOS and wAIMD

evolves as follows:

wMOS(t + Δt) = wMOS(t) + f(wMOS(t))Δt (7)

wAIMD(t + Δt) = wAIMD(t) + Δt. (8)

On the other hand, when wMOS + wAIMD ≥ r, the link
is overloaded and congestion occurs. We assume that both
flows receive the congestion signal simultaneously and we
denote ti the i− th time that the link is congested. Both flows
decrease simultaneously their window based on the following
expression:

wMOS(ti) + wAIMD(ti) = r

wMOS(t+i ) = wMOS(ti)(1 − g(wMOS(ti)))

wAIMD(t+i ) =
1
2
wAIMD(ti).

The duration between ti and ti+1 is referred as the i−th cy-
cle during which both flows increase their window. Therefore,
we have:

wMOS(ti+1) − wMOS(ti) = −2g(wMOS(ti)) + f(wMOS)

2(f(wMOS) + 1))
wMOS(ti)

+
rf(wMOS)

2(f(wMOS) + 1))
.

Thus, independent of the initial values of wMOS and
wAIMD , after a sufficient number of cycles, the congestion
windows of these two flows in the overloaded region converge
to:

wMOS(th) =
f(wMOS)r

2g(wMOS) + f(wMOS)
, (9)

wAIMD(th) =
2g(wMOS)r

2g(wMOS) + f(wMOS)
. (10)
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Therefore, in the steady state, wMOS and wAIMD increase
and decrease periodically. Their average throughput in steady
state are expressed by the following:

w̄MOS =
(2 − g(wMOS))f(wMOS)r
4g(wMOS) + 2f(wMOS)

, (11)

w̄AIMD =
3g(wMOS)r

4g(wMOS) + 2f(wMOS)
(12)

To guarantee the TCP-Friendliness, a necessary and suffi-
cient condition is f(w) = 3g(w)

2−g(w) .

VI. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

A. Testbed experiments

Microsoft Lync is an integrated software-based communi-
cation and collaboration platform which is mainly designed
for enterprise users. It provides various real-time communica-
tion features such as instant messaging, software-based voip,
video/audio conferencing through the same user interface.
The system includes a set of server components that can
be deployed in the enterprise network. After installing the
client-side component, authorized enterprise users can initiate
audio/video calls with others or set up a group conference
through the IP network. Furthermore, it supports communica-
tions with traditional phone through some PSTN gateway.
The system supports the standard Session Initiate Protocol

(SIP) for signaling and RTP/RTCP protocols for transmitting
media packets. For the two-way communications, the clients
can directly connect with each other and transmit data in
a peer-to-peer way. For multi-users conferencing sessions, a
Multimedia Controller Unit (MCU) server can help to coor-
dinate the session and to replicate the data packets to all the
receivers. When the users are behind some Network Address
Translator (NAT) or firewalls, a mediation server allows the
clients to relay the data packets. The MOS prediction module
in Lync is implemented at the application layer and is inde-
pendent on the transport protocol. The underlying transport
protocol in Lync can be either TCP, UDP, or even server-
relayed tunnels (e.g. Traversal Using Relay NAT (TURN)
protocol), depending on the connectivity of the Lync clients.
The proposed algorithm is implemented only at the sender

side, and is transparent to the routers and the receiver.
However, an end-to-end signaling mechanism need to be
implemented in the application layer on both the transmitter
and the received side. Note that a library-based MOS feedback
mechanism can be adopted to help developers of multimedia
applications to design QoE based multimedia applications
without the need of run-time training and signaling.
The MOS feedbacks need to be sent from the receiver

side to the sender for every epoch. The MOS prediction
and the feedback are located at the application layer. Thus
there is no need to modify the receiver part of the TCP
code. Meanwhile, the TCP sender part can be designed to be
backward compatible, i.e. the sender works in normal mode
when there is no MOS feedback and will switch to the MOS-
based congestion control mode only when the application layer
has indicated it to do so. In this way, the MOS-based TCP
clients can still interact with the old non-MOS version ones.

Fig. 7. ListeningMOS with different source rates in the first scenario.

In our experiments, the QoE trace is captured and
anonymized from a deployed Microsoft Lync 2010 Service
in the global enterprise network. The duration of the collected
trace is about three months. The average length of each session
is 11 minutes. From the original trace, we extract only the PC-
to-PC audio streams since it reflects the voice quality over pure
IP networks. The extracted part contains 1,935,110 end-to-end
audio streams in total. The audio codec used by the clients is
Microsoft RTAudio Speech codec with the clock rate 16KHz.
We have used the Gilbert model for modeling the wireless
channel conditions. This approach has been introduced in
[29]. By generating synthetic traces that simulate the wireless
network being tested, multiple users can access the network
simultaneously and perform experiments.
We consider a set of policies A composed of AIMD, IIAD

and SQRT, defined as follows:

AIMD: f(w) =
3β

2− β
and g(w) = β;

IIAD: f(w) =
3β

2w − β
and g(w) =

β

w
;

SQRT: f(w) =
3β

2
√

w + 1− β
and g(w) =

β√
w + 1

;

where β ∈ {0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9}. Note that the conventional TCP
is AIMD(0.5). We compare our proposed algorithms with
other congestion control algorithms for multimedia applica-
tions. We focus, especially, on AIMD and Binomial congestion
control algorithms. In fact, authors of [5] has proven that the
AIMD-based Binomial congestion control algorithms IIAD
and SQRT are well suited for multimedia applications. We
consider that the data is transmitted over a IEEE 802.11a
wireless link and the playback delay is 200 ms. We have
used IEEE 802.11a in our numerical study only for illustrative
purposes, and any kind of wireless device can be used instead.

B. Unidirectional Communications

In this section, we focus on the unidirectional communi-
cations with a speaker and a listener in each session. We
present a comparative study between Listening-CC, Network-
CC and other congestion control algorithms. We compare, in
different scenarios, the QoE (ListeningMOS) and we consider
the following congestion control algorithms: Listening-CC,
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Fig. 8. Packet loss rate depending on the source rate in the first scenario.

Fig. 9. ListeningMOS with different source rates in the second scenario.

Network-CC, Binomial congestion control and AIMD algo-
rithm. We do not compare with Conversational-CC as we
are considering unidirectional communications. In the first
scenario, we consider two pairs of AIMD users; two pairs of
SQRT users; two pairs of IIAD users; two pairs of Listening-
CC users and two pairs of users with Network-CC. Each pair
is composed of a transmitter (speaker) and a receiver (listener).
We run audio transmissions with different source rates and

we plot in Figure 7 the obtained QoE for different type of
users. We can observe that the Listening-CC and Network-CC
algorithms improve significantly the QoE compared to AIMD
and Binomial congestion control algorithms. Moreover, the
MOS obtained with Listening-CC is slightly better than the
MOS obtained by the Network-CC algorithm. Furthermore, as
we can see in Figure 8, the packet loss rate for Listening-CC
users is higher than Network-CC. In fact, as the NetworkMOS
depends only on network factors, maximizing this MOS
minimizes the packet loss rate and the jitter interval. However,
Listening-CC based on ListeningMOS which depends on other
factors than the network ones and therefore the users can
choose the policy that maximize the ListeningMOS even with
higher values of packet loss rate and jittering.
In the second scenario, we consider four pairs of AIMD

users; four pairs of SQRT users; four pairs of IIAD users;
four pairs of Listening-CC users and four pairs of Network-
CC users. We can observe in Figure 9 that Listening-CC and
Network-CC algorithms lead to better QoE than Binomial and
AIMD users. Moreover, Listening-CC leads to slightly better
QoE than Network-CC. Figure 10 illustrates that the packet
loss rate for both Listening-CC and Network-CC algorithms is

Fig. 10. Packet loss rate depending on the source rate in the second scenario.

Fig. 11. ListeningMOS with different source rates in the third scenario.

increasing with the source rate as the bottleneck link become
overloaded. The fluctuation of packet loss rate is due to the
imperfect characteristics of the wireless link.
In the third scenario, we consider more load on the bottle-

neck link. We keep the same wireless link and we consider 8
pairs of AIMD users; 8 pairs of SQRT users; 8 pairs of IIAD
users; 8 pairs of Listening-CC users and 8 pairs of Network-
CC users. Figures 11 and 12 illustrates the ListeningMOS and
the packet loss rate for different congestion control algorithms.
It is clear that the MOS-TCP frameworks leads to better
QoE, however, the improvement decreases with the source
rate and all congestion control algorithms give the same QoE
for high values of source rate. In fact, with such number of
audio sessions and source rates, the wireless link is always
overloaded and the source rates requested by users cannot be
satisfied. Therefore, the packet loss rate increases for all the
users and therefore the QoE decreases.
In summarize, both Listening-CC and Network-CC algo-

rithms improve the QoE compared to other AIMD-based
congestion control algorithms for multimedia transmission.
Moreover, Listening-CC is slightly better than Network-CC
algorithm, as it considers not only packet loss rate and jitter
but also the impact of non-network factors.

C. Bidirectional Communications

We consider, in this section, bidirectional audio conversa-
tions. We run the three scenarios presented in Section VI-B
with a bidirectional communication.
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Fig. 12. Packet loss rate depending on the source rate in the third scenario.

Fig. 13. ConversationalMOS with different source rates in the first scenario.

In the first scenario, we run the conversations over the wire-
less link with two more pairs of user using the Conversational-
CC algorithm. Figure 13 illustrates the conversationalMOS for
Conversational-CC and other congestion control algorithms
with different values of the source rate. We can observe that
the Conversational-CC leads to better QoE than Listening-
CC and Network-CC algorithms. Surprisingly, the improve-
ment of the Conversational-CC compared to Listening-CC
and Network-CC algorithms is more important for higher
source rate. In fact, for high values of source rate, we can
observe in Figure 14 that Conversational-CC algorithm is more
aggressive than other congestion control algorithms as it leads
to significantly higher packet loss rate.
In the second scenario, we add four pairs of Conversational-

CC users. We plot in Figures 15 and 16 the Conversational-
MOS for different congestion control algorithms depending on
the source rate. We can observe that the Conversational-CC
algorithm outperforms other congestion control algorithms.
Moreover, we remark that for some values of the source rate,
the Listening-CC in better than Network-CC and for other
values Network-CC is better.
We consider eight more pairs of Conversational-CC users

when running the third scenario. Figure 17 shows that the
Conversational-CC leads to better QoE than other congestion
control algorithms. In fact, it bases on the conversationalMOS
feedback which takes into consideration both sent and received
audio streams and is less sensitive to the network factors,
such as packet loss rate and jittering, than ListeningMOS and
NetworkMOS. However, as we can see in Figure 18, when
the Conversational-CC algorithm is higher than Listening-CC

Fig. 14. Packet loss rate depending on the source rate in the first scenario.

Fig. 15. ConversationalMOS with the source rates in the second scenario.

and Network-CC, it leads to higher packet loss rate. Moreover,
when the wireless link is overloaded, all the congestion control
algorithms give the same QoE. Finally, the Conversational-CC
is more suitable for bidirectional communication than other
congestion control algorithms.
Although the improvements in MOS do not seem to be very

large (0.1-0.3) in absolute values, the relative improvements
are actually significant. In the practical system (e.g., Microsoft
Lync), only few users have MOS values below 3 or above
4. The dynamic range of the MOS values is about 1.0. The
region between 3.0 and 4.0 is a quite sensitive interval of
MOS for users. Our improvement is about 10% to 30%
in the range. Because the sessions in our traces are using
the same audio codec and software version, this means that
the actual degradation of ListeningMOS is relatively small.
However, if we focus on the NetworkMOS, the improvements
are significant. As we can see in Figure 19, the improvement
of MOS-TCP user is about 1 in NetworkMOS.

VII. CONCLUSION

We formulate, in this paper, the QoE-aware congestion
control problem as a POMDP that maximizes the quality
of experience for multimedia users. We consider a set of
generic AIMD-like updating functions for the congestion
window. The optimal policy allows the sender to optimize
the congestion window updating policy that maximizes the
long term expected quality of experience. We also propose
an online learning method to solve the MOS-TCP on the fly.
The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm
outperforms other congestion control schemes in terms of
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Fig. 16. Packet loss rate depending on the source rate in the second scenario.

Fig. 17. ConversationalMOS with different source rates in the third scenario.

QoE. The proposed QoE-based adaptation can be straightfor-
wardly extended to video applications. The only difference
is that video or graphics based QoE feedback is needed to
train the QoE-decision based engine which adapts the TCP
transmission. As a part of our future work, we will extend the
proposed algorithm to support a wider set of applications such
as multicast applications.
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